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Abstract
Mobile devices have evolved from single purpose devices, such as mobile phones, into
general purpose multi-core computers with considerable unused capabilities. Therefore,
several researchers have considered harnessing the power of these battery-powered de-
vices for distributed computing. Despite their ever-growing capabilities, using battery
as power source for mobile devices represents a major challenge for applying traditional
distributed computing techniques. Particularly, researchers aimed at using mobile de-
vices as resources for executing computationally intensive tasks. Different job scheduling
algorithms were proposed with this aim, but many of them require information that is
unavailable or difficult to obtain in real-life environments, such as how much energy would
require a job to be finished. In this context, Simple Energy Aware Scheduler (SEAS) is
a scheduling technique for computational intensive Mobile Grids that only require easily
accessible information. It was proposed in 2010 and it has been the base for a range
of research work. Despite being described as easily implementable in real-life scenarios,
SEAS and other SEAS-improvements works have always been evaluated using simula-
tions. In this work, we present a distributed computing platform for mobile devices that
support SEAS and empirical evaluation of the SEAS scheduler. This evaluation followed
the methodology of the original SEAS evaluation, in which Random and Round Robin
schedulers were used as baselines. Although the original evaluation was performed by
simulation using notebooks profile instead of smartphones and tablets, results confirms
that SEAS outperforms the baseline schedulers.
Keywords: Mobile Grid, Energy Aware Scheduler, Job Scheduling, Mobile Device.
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1 Introduction
Using mobile devices as resource for distributed computing is a direct result of the mobile devices ever-
increasing capabilities [1]. Nowadays, mobile devices are multi-core computers with several Gigabytes of
RAM and storage. These characteristics give mobile devices the capability of executing different complex
tasks, such as image processing, gaming, video streaming, and scientific computing. However, mobile devices
are frequently underused, so researchers are attempting to take advantage of mobile devices for increasing
the computational resources in different distributed computing environments, such as Grids or Clouds. A
clear example of this is the port of the well-known BOINC platform for Android1.
Although distributed computing is a well-established area, and there are many effective tools and tech-
niques for performing distributed computing, integrating mobile devices poses new challenges that need to be
addressed [1]. Mobility, on one hand, increases the probability of disconnection because mobile devices can
move out of the wireless network area. Furthermore, wireless networks are slower and often more expensive
than wired networks, such is the case of 3G/4G networks. On the other hand, mobile devices are battery
dependent. Hence, overusing mobile devices can lead to battery depletion, which in turn results in reducing
the available computational resources. Different works [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] have aimed at providing resource
scheduling schemes that take into account the energy consumption issue. Most of these works have been
evaluated only through simulation.
Another issue of several of the proposed schedulers [8, 3, 6] for mobile Grids is that they require to know
information that is not easy to collect or estimate in real-life scenarios, such as how much energy requires
a work to be executed in a particular node, or how long it would take to execute that job in a given node.
Although this information can be assumed in a simulation, these schedulers are difficult to implement for
a real-life general-case scenario. Additionally, effectively simulating battery behavior is complex because
there are different physical phenomena to emulate. Ideally, a battery contains a certain amount of power
and the device can use all the battery capacity before going off-line. However, the device might not be able
to consume all the available energy. If the device consumes energy too fast, an imbalance in the battery
reduces the amount of energy that the device can access, but if the device reduces its rate of consumption,
the battery has an opportunity to rebalance its state and offer more energy. As a result, it seems as if the
battery recharges itself in what is known as the recovery effect [9]. To our knowledge, there is no simulation
for mobile Grids that considers such effect.
This work presents a distributed computing platform for mobile devices that supports Simple Energy
Aware Scheduler (SEAS) [2]. SEAS is a computational-intensive job scheduler for mobile Grid that has been
used as baseline for evaluating third-party scheduling approach [3], called Mobile device services composition
algorithm. Despite its simplicity, SEAS performs competitively when compared against the later and other
schedulers, such as [10, 11]. In addition, SEAS is the base of several more complex scheduling techniques [12,
6, 7]. The main goals of this work are showing the feasibility of using SEAS in a platform. Therefore,
empirically validating SEAS, which has only been evaluated through simulation in previous works [2, 12, 6, 7],
which partially validate these algorithms. Although simulation is a widely accepted practice in distributed
systems, it is known that sometimes simulation might not result in accurate results for several reasons,
such as incomplete models or badly parameterized ones [13]. In addition to limitations in battery models,
in [12], the authors explicitly acknowledged that a limitation of SEAS with Job-Stealing evaluation is that
network energy consumption is not taken into account. Although the later phenomenon is added in the
model presented in [6], simulation might not effectively consider all the possible situations. Hence, one key
contribution of this work is empirically validating the SEAS approach. Besides, the other key contribution
is showing that SEAS can be integrated in a platform for real-life environments.
This work is based on previous attempts to harness mobile device for distributed computing, such as [14,
15, 16] or BOINC for Android. Although these works are platforms for performing distributed computing
using mobile devices, they are not aimed at using energy aware schedulers. Moreover, BOINC for Android
and [16] only use mobile devices while they are charging. As a result, reducing energy consumption is not as
important as when computing on battery, which is the scenario discussed in [2]. As a result, the presented
platform allowsharnessing mobile devices in a manner that differs significantly from previous works.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines previous work in mobile distributed
computing, focusing on computational-intensive resource allocation when mobile devices are used as com-
putational resources. Section 3 presents the SEAS approach and its integration into a platform that uses
Android devices as mobile computing platform. Then, Section 4 assesses the effectiveness of SEAS when
compared to traditional distributed job schedulers that are also supported by the presented platform. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper, highlights obtained results and describes future research lines.
1BOINC Android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=edu.berkeley.boinc
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Figure 1: Mobile Grid architecture overview
2 Related work
Currently, there are many approaches for integrating mobile devices into distributed computing environ-
ments. Mobile devices can take advantage of distributed computing to offload their computations and
reducing battery consumption [17, 18]. This approach aims at using computational power provided by
Cloud computing. Within this approach, there are different manners of offloading computations. Some
approaches [19] aim at offloading only the parts of the computation into the Cloud, being such parts usually
CPU intensive. For instance, in a photo gallery application, the Cloud could be used for applying filters or
effects to the pictures. On the other end, researchers [18] have proposed offloading whole applications and
using mobile devices only as a remote front-end. In both cases, it is expected not only to reduce energy
consumption, but also to improve application speed as Cloud servers’ computational speed is usually higher
than mobile device computational speed. Furthermore, Cloud computing can handle computational tasks
that cannot be handled by a single mobile device.
In the literature, there are many works [2, 8, 1, 12, 20, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] addressing the issue of integrating
mobile devices, as truly mobile battery-powered devices, into distributed environments as resource providers.
These proposals are built over two types of network topology. The first topology is a network of self-organizing
mobile devices that do not rely on a preexisting infrastructure, called Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs).
In MANETs, mobile devices act as both hosts and routers [21]. Secondly, mobile devices can be connected to
a network infrastructure by access-points. In this case, researchers have proposed two mobile Grid structures.
The first is based on P2P technologies meaning that mobile devices in the Grid are self-organized in a network
overlay. The second organization uses a central server to coordinate mobile devices connected to the mobile
Grid [1]. In the latter, these servers might work as proxies between the Grid and the mobile devices, so that
preexisting middlewares do not require being aware of mobile devices characteristics.
Figure 1 outlines the proxy-based mobile Grid architecture. In this architecture, the Grid sees a set of
mobile devices as a unique resource through the proxy. The proxy receives requests from the Grid and uses
connected mobile devices for processing the request. In this scenario, the proxy has the responsibility of
scheduling resources to execute the requests, which are called jobs. One of the main issues is defining a
scheduling technique that takes into account mobile device characteristics. Several schedulers [1] have been
proposed for maximizing the amount of job done with an energy budget.
Since MANETs only depend on the mobile devices connected wirelessly among them, MANETs are
ideal for scenarios where infrastructure based networks are unreliable or not available [22]. Examples are
military or emergency scenarios. However, in most scenarios, infrastructure based networks can be assumed.
Furthermore, wireless network technologies, such as Mobile IP, 4G, and IEEE 802.11, take into account mobile
device mobility. Additionally, they are constantly evolving and incrementing their speed and reliability [23,
24]. Hence, most of the works in mobile Grid [1] use infrastructure based networks and are proxy-based
Grids.
In Section 2.1 several mobile Grid schedulers are discussed, presenting a general view of the state-of-the-
art. Section 2.2 describes SEAS that is the main focus of this work and other SEAS-based schedulers. Finally,
Section 2.3 outlines a real-live implementation of computing distributed systems using mobile devices.
2.1 Mobile Grid schedulers
In [8], the authors propose schedulers for utility maximization in mobile Grids subject to energy constrains.
Both works assume that jobs have a utility value. Hence, the main goal is not finishing the most jobs, but
finishing the jobs that maximize the utility. Therefore, these scheduling techniques use Lagrange multipliers
for maximizing the utility function given energy constrains. The main difference between these works is
how the schedulers model the utility functions and energy constrain functions. Despite these differences,
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both works require knowing how much energy would require completing each job for each possible node in
advance. This might be possible for very specific types of jobs and particular given devices, by profiling the
jobs in the devices, but it is not possible for the general case. There are many reasons that makes impossible
to know energy consumption for an arbitrary job.
The authors of [20] propose a scheduler for wireless Grids that uses a non-cooperative game for assigning
jobs to the mobile devices. As the schedulers mentioned above, the goal of this scheduler is to maximize
the utility, but in this case each node competes for maximizing its gain. This negotiation is performed by
different agents, namely the Matchmaker agent who matches jobs and potential executors (mobile devices),
Negotiation agent who represents job executors, i.e., mobile devices, and Job allocation agent who mediates
between Negotiation agents and the Matchmaker agent. Such agents run on nodes called resource brokers
that can be seen as proxies. In this approach, jobs do not have an assigned utility, but a reserve price that
is the maximum the user considers acceptable to pay for executing the job. Using this information, other
information about the job, such as required power, memory and bandwidth, respectively, for job execution,
and information about the mobile device, such as availability of battery power, memory and bandwidth,
the Matchmaker agent selects who can perform each job. After that, the Job allocation agent initiates a
negotiation between the different Negotiation agents representing suitable resources. Each Negotiation agent
have no information about other Negotiation agents, but knows job information. Hence, each Negotiation
agent can estimate the cost and benefit for executing a new job, but competes against other Negotiation
agents offers. As a result of the negotiation each Negotiation agent attempts to maximize its gain, while the
whole system aims at minimizing the global price for executing a set of jobs.
In [4], the authors propose a scheduler whose main goal is to reduce energy consumption and job failure
due to mobility. The authors assume that when a mobile device moves it might become unavailable because
of a lack of coverage or that the amount of energy required for transmitting information, e.g., job input-
s/outputs, might vary. The latter is due to signal strength variation [25]. In order to predict mobile device
locations, this work uses a Markov chain in which each mobile device is responsible for keeping historical
information about its location. Using this information, it is possible to schedule jobs to mobile devices
reducing the possibility of job failure and minimizing the energy consumption expected value. Authors also
state that a job migration strategy is needed in case that mobile devices do not behave as expected. Such
migration strategy is planned as a future work.
In [26] the authors analyze a wide range of scheduling algorithms for mobile Clouds based on a MANET
architecture. In this Cloud, mobile devices act as both job executors and submitters. The evaluated strategies
are extensions of traditional online (Minimum Execution Time and Minimum Completion Time) and batch
(MinMin, MaxMin and Sufferage) scheduling heuristics. The main issues addressed by these scheduling
strategies are related with communication concerns because the mobile Cloud is organized in an ad-hoc
manner and this makes connections and routes to nodes very unreliable. To do so, the authors propose to
take into account communication times and number of hops between nodes as part of the job execution time.
Finally, this work outlines a novel heuristic, called MinHop, that only considers communication time when
offloading tasks. As a result, the authors conclude that heuristics considering not only communication time
and hops are more effective.
The Hybrid Ant Colony algorithm based Application Scheduling [27] is an Ant-Colony-based scheduler
algorithm for applications in a local mobile Cloud. This work aims at maximizing the profit while running
applications in a resource constrained environment. The profit for executing a given applications is known.
Additionally, applications are not atomic and partially executing the application results in a partial profit,
which is directly proportional to the percentage of completion. In addition, this approach needs to know
how many resources are needed for executing an application in a particular device. This is a drawback of
the algorithm as, in the general case, it is not possible to know how many resources it would take to execute
an application in a given node. Finally, this approach has only been evaluated through simulation.
The Adaptive Probabilistic Scheduler [28] is a decentralized two-phase scheduler for Mobile Cloud Com-
puting. The phases are the resource discovery phase and the adaptive probabilistic scheduling phase. In
the discovery phase participant nodes periodically exchange information of their computing capacity, power
and queue length. In the scheduling phase, a source node assigns tasks to nearby collaborators. When a
task is summited, the submitter also must provide the required amount of computation, size of data to be
transferred, and time constraints. Moreover, time of computation and communication on every potential
processing node is known and used to generate a set of candidate nodes that best meet task time constraints.
Each node of such set is assigned with a probability based on the relative energy consumption of tasks.
Mobile device services composition algorithm [3] is another scheduler that considers mobile Grid schedul-
ing as a market problem. Similarly to [8], the authors present the scheduling problem as a maximization
problem subject to restrictions that can be solve through Lagrange multipliers techniques. However, this
approach relies on negotiation to solve the optimization problem. The main issue of this approach is that
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Table 1: SEAS required information
Notation Meaning Derived
pbc Previous battery charge No
pct Previous battery event time No
bc Current battery charge No
ct Current time No
benchmarki Device i speed No
number jobsi
Amount of jobs assigned to
device i No
dr Discharge rate Yes
rt
Remaining up-time at current
dr
Yes
estimatedUpTimei Device i estimated up-time Yes
the required information is difficult to obtain in the general case. This work also provides evidence that
the SEAS [2], which is the base for this work, achieves competitive results even when compared with more
complex techniques that have access to more complete information. For instance, the execution success ratio
of the algorithm is 91%, while the execution success ratio of SEAS is 90% according to their simulations [3].
2.2 SEAS-based Schedulers
SEAS was introduced in [2]. It is a scheduling algorithm designed to only require easily obtainable informa-
tion because either it is provided by most mobile operating systems APIs or it can be calculated from the
mobile device state. In particular, SEAS requires the following information from the mobile devices:
• approximated processing speed, which can be estimated using benchmarks.
• current battery level, which can be accessed using standard APIs in all mobile device platforms.
• workload, which is the number of unfinished assigned jobs.
Since battery charge is informed in a discrete manner, battery charge changes arrive as discrete events.
This behavior can be observed in different mobile OS. For instance, in Android, battery charge is informed
through Android intents2. Such intents are generated by the system, and the developers must register their
listeners, called BroadcastReceiver, into the system.
Table 1 outlines SEAS required information for scheduling each job. For performing job scheduling,
SEAS needs to estimate the expected up-time for each mobile device. In order to perform such estimation,
SEAS uses the last two battery events of a mobile device to calculate the discharge rate.When there are no
two events available SEAS assumes an initial discharge rate. Expected up-time is re-estimated every time
that a new battery event arrives. The first step is to estimate the discharge rate, as follows:
dr =
pbc − bc
ct − pct
By assuming that discharge rate is constant, the remaining time (rt) can be calculated as:
rt =
bc
dr
However, the discharge rate changes over the time [29], especially due to executing computations on the
mobile devices [30]. In the original SEAS paper [2], it is stated that rt has a high variance, which might
affect negatively the scheduling performance. To reduce such variation, the original SEAS uses the average
of previous remaining time corrected to current time. Algorithm 1 depicts how the corrected remaining time
is calculated. Line 10 of Algorithm 1 is where the historical remaining time is corrected to account the pass
of time since it was originally calculated.
2Android Monitoring Battery: https://developer.android.com/training/monitoring-device-state/
battery-monitoring.html
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Algorithm 1 Battery time estimation
1: procedure UpdateStimatedUptime(bc, ct, pbc, pct, historicrt, historicct)
2: dr ← (pbc − bc)/(ct − pct)
3: rt ← bc/dr
4: add(rt, historicrt) . Saves current rt into historic information
5: add(ct, historicct) . Saves current ct into historic information
6: estimatedUpTime← 0
7: for i ← 0 to len(historicrt) do
8: art ←get(historicrt, i)
9: act ←get(historicct, i)
10: estimatedUpTime← estimatedUpTime + art − (ct − act) . art was estimated for act, it should be
corrected
11: end for
12: estimatedUpTime← estimatedUpTime/len(historicrt) . Averaging estimations
13: return estimatedUpTime
14: end procedure
Each time a new job arrives to the proxy, SEAS goal is to balance the amount or resources assigned for
the job. To do so, SEAS estimates the amount of computational power that each mobile device can deliver,
which is calculated multiplying the device speed. This, in turn, is obtained executing a benchmark in the
mobile device, multiplied by its estimated up time. This represents the computational resources available in
the mobile device. Then, these resources are divided by the number of jobs assigned to those mobile devices,
as follows:
resources per jobi =
estimatedUpTimei × benchmarki
number jobsi + 1
SEAS selects the mobile device that has more resources per job, as a result the load in the Grid is
distributed evenly considering not only the computational power, but the estimated up-time. Since this
estimated up-time depends on the discharge rate and the current battery capacity, energy is considered.
Moreover, SEAS indirectly considers CPU efficiency, as more efficient CPUs would deliver more up-time
resulting in more computational capabilities.
The original SEAS [2] was evaluated using energy profiles obtained from a wide range of notebooks and
netbooks. For such simulated evaluation, authors defined eight different simulations. Simulation scenarios
were specified using a wide range of topologies, ranging from Grids of only 4 devices up to 400 devices.
Furthermore, two kinds of jobs were considered during the evaluation, namely short jobs with high standard
deviation in the execution times (8 minutes ±50%) and long jobs with low standard deviation in the execution
time (24 minutes ±24%). SEAS was compared with a Round Robin scheduler and a Random scheduler. In
the former comparison, SEAS finished from 1% up to 8.55% more jobs than the Round Robin scheduler,
while outperformed the Random scheduler by finishing from 6% up to 11% more jobs.
The first SEAS extension was presented in [12]. In this extension job stealing was added for increasing
node balance. Job stealing means that when a node finishes all its assigned jobs, it will attempt to off-load
other nodes by executing their jobs. This work uses SEAS original strategy for scheduling jobs when they
first arrive to the Grid. However, when a node finishes all its jobs, instead of remaining idle waiting for new
jobs, it tries to steal jobs from other nodes. For selecting the node from whom to steal jobs, three strategies
were evaluated. Two of them were based on SEAS ranking, namely Best Ranking Aware Stealing (BRAS)
and Worst Ranking Aware Stealing (WRAS). BRAS selects the node whose resource per job is higher. The
main goal is to increase the number of free nodes, which results in a high number of free nodes that can
stealOn the other hand, WRAS aims at decreasing the work load of nodes that have on average fewer
resources per job. The third strategy is Random Stealing (RS), i.e., selecting a random node that has
jobs. RS is a well-known strategy in job scheduling [31, 32]. These strategies can be combined with two
policies to determine the number of jobs to steal. Firstly, Fixed Number is a strategy that always steals
the same number of jobs. Secondly, Exponential strategy duplicates the number of jobs that a node steals
each time the node performs a steal. This means that the first time a node steals jobs, it steals 20 jobs,
the second time 21, the third time 22 jobs, and so on. According to the simulations, WRAS with Fixed
Number outperformed other combinations in most of the experimental scenarios, BRAS with Fixes Number
was a closed second, and WRAS with Exponential was a closed third. The other combinations and SEAS
alone were drastically outperformed. Unlike the original SEAS study [2], smartphones and tablets profiles
were used for the simulations in this study. Although job stealing adds energy consumption steaming from
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Figure 2: Batteries Estimation Comparison
network transference, this factor was not simulated in [12].
To reduce the impact of network transference, new raking strategies for job scheduling where proposed
in [6]. In particular, this work outlines three new ranking strategies are proposed, namely Enhanced SEAS (E-
SEAS), Job Energy Aware Criterion (JEC), and the Future Work Aware Criterion (FWC).
E-SEAS is similar to SEAS, but uses the current battery level instead of the estimated up-time. SEAS
strategy for estimating the remaining uptime was appropriated for notebooks and netbooks, but we found
that smartphones and tablets have a more stable battery consumption rate when we profiled them. This
can be observed in Figure 2 that depicts SEAS and E-SEAS battery estimation for both a notebook and a
tables. Figure 2a presents the battery estimation for one of the notebooks used for the original SEAS study,
while Figure 2b outlines the prediction for an Acer A100 that was used for this study.
JEC uses a per-calculated factor that is obtained by dividing the maximum battery level (usually 100)
by the number of benchmarks that can be executed on a full-charge. This factor relates battery level with
available computational resources. The main drawback of this approach is that for each new device, this
factor should be calculated, and it does not consider battery worn out.
Finally, FWC uses job execution history to estimate job length in that device, the main problem of this
approach is cold-start. Results shown that E-SEAS and JEC perform as well as SEAS with job stealing
in most of the scenarios. Finally, job stealing was also applied to these techniques in [7]. This works add
network energy consumption to the simulation. Such source of energy consumption was not considered in
previous SEAS based works [2, 12, 6].
Although SEAS was designed aiming at been simple to implement, SEAS and all its extensions have
been evaluated using simulation. This is a standard practice in the area as some of other approaches,
such as [8, 20], would be difficult to be implemented in real life scenarios because the required information
might be unavailable. Another issue which encourages simulation is that some approaches require too much
historic information and benchmarking, such as location history [4] or JEC estimation [6]. This has resulted
in that few works, such as [14, 16], are actually evaluated through real-life implementation, while the vast
majority [2, 8, 12, 20, 4, 6, 7] are validated via simulation. Despite being a common practice, simulation does
not replace real-life experiments as models might be incomplete or parameters could be wrongly set [13].
Hence, it cannot be said that SEAS has been completely validated.
2.3 Mobile distributed computing platforms
DroidCluster [14] is a prototype for building clusters with Android mobile devices. This work proposes to
build a local cluster integrated by Android mobile devices connected through a single WiFi access point.
Authors argue that adding more access point would result in an unacceptable latency, while theoretically
a single access point can handle up to 1042 mobile devices. The communication protocol for the proposed
cluster is MPI, which allows to easily porting existing cluster applications. The main goal of this study was
to evaluate how well a mobile device cluster capability scales when mobile devices are added. The empirical
evaluation used the MPI version of the Linpack benchmark to measure the cluster megaflops. According to
the results, the cluster scaled reasonably well with up to 6 nodes despite WiFi drawback. In particular, the
6-node cluster achieved a 75% of the performance predicted by an ideal, but unrealistic (according to the
authors), linear scaling. Authors conclude that they expect to see mobile device based distributed computing
environments because mobile devices might provide a better “computation per watt” ratio than stationary
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computers.
In [15], the authors discuss another MPI-based cluster environment integrated by Android mobile de-
vices. Unlike DroidCluster, the focus is to use checkpointing techniques for handling mobile device mobility,
and unexpected connection/disconnection. Although Android applications can be written in Java, authors
implemented the application also in Android native C to ensure CPU native performance. Regarding check-
point/restart, authors opted for Distributed MultiThreaded CheckPointing3 that is a well-known open-source
non-intrusive checkpointing technology [33]. Authors evaluate not only the speedup of adding up to 4 nodes,
but also checkpointing overhead. According to their results, the checkpointing impact is different for differ-
ent applications. In some applications, checkpointing has no perceivable overhead (less than 1%), while for
others the overhead is up to 500% of the time required for running the application without checkpointing.
Authors further study the impact of checkpointing and inter-process communication in [34]. This new study
also provided evidence that relocating processes according to their affinity can be used to reduce runtime
by up to 11%. This is because when two processes that need to communicate between them run within
the same node they can use UNIX domain sockets for the communication, which is lightweight compared to
TPC/IP.
Recently, Computing While Charging (CWC) was presented in [16]. The authors have profiled fifteen
users showing that most of the time mobile devices are charged overnight leaving them available during large
periods of times. According to this work, using mobile devices over traditional PCs for processing reduces
energy consumption. In particular, a comparison between processing power and energy consumption of Intel
Core 2 Duo and five smartphones shows that an enterprise with 100 employees can save up to U$S 300 in
USA only by moving its computations to employees’ mobile devices. This work also addresses the issue of
sending code for execute new kinds of tasks or updating existing task code definition in runtime. Otherwise,
the application should be updated each time a new type of job is added. This is impractical because the
size of the application increases as new job types are added, and there is no control of when a mobile device
owner would update the installed application.
Mobile devices have also been considered as computational resources for distributed computing in real-
life scenarios. One example of this is the BOINC port to Android4. The existence of such application is
strong evidence that mobile devices can offer enough computational capabilities to be seriously considered
as valuable resources for scientific computation. Despite taking advantage of Android mobile devices, this
version of BOINC only uses such mobile devices when they are plugged to AC and running on WiFi. This
makes BOINC and CWC similar in the vision of how to exploit mobile device capabilities. Since this version
of BOINC considers mobile devices working in similar condition to fixed devices (PC or Servers), it does not
cope with the issues resulting from mobile devices mobility and their limited energy supply.
Briefly, there are many scheduling algorithms for mobile distributed computing that consider energy.
However, they are not implemented in real-life scenarios. On the other hand, real-life implementations of
mobile Grids or clusters disregards energy consumption. DroidCluster [14] is an example because it is focused
on analyzing mobile devices capabilities, while CWC [16] and BOINC only use mobile devices when they are
charging. Therefore, the main contribution of this work is to propose and to assess a distributed computing
platform for mobile devices that supports SEAS in a real setting.
3 SEAS platform for distributed computing
This section presents a platform for distributed computing that uses SEAS as its jobs scheduler. This
platform was implemented for Android mobile devices because Android is not only an open source mobile
device operating system, but also one of most popular operating systems in the world. There are more
than 1 billion active Android users in the Play Store5 according to Google reports. Furthermore, Android
provides access to all the information required by SEAS. The platform was designed following SEAS original
architecture that identifies two main roles, namely the proxy, and the nodes. The proxy receives the jobs
to execute, and assigns them to a node, i.e., a mobile device. The node is responsible of executing the jobs
and returning their results to the proxy. Each node executes an Android application which is the only part
of the platform that actually runs on the mobile devices. This application is responsible of executing the
assigned jobs and sending the results to the proxy.
Figure 3 outlines the deployment of the proposed distributed system. The proxy implementation is di-
vided into two components: a Web Server that acts as the communication interface between the mobile
devices and the proxy logic, and an HTML5 application that allows users to submit applications and imple-
ments the scheduling logic. The Web server is implemented using Java Servlets and supports communication
3DMTCP: http://dmtcp.sourceforge.net/index.html
4BOINC Android FAQ: http://boinc.berkeley.edu/wiki/Android_FAQ
5Google Play Developer console: https://developer.android.com/distribute/console/index.html
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Figure 3: SEAS Implementation deployment
through WebSockets6. There are two main reasons for using WebSockets as communication protocol. Firstly,
WebSocket technology is based on traditional Web technology, and by using standard ports and protocols
it is less likely that network providers filter such communication. For instance, it supports HTTP proxy
tunneling, and HTTP proxy technology is common place in enterprises. Furthermore, WebSockets support
SSL using HTTPS, i.e., it can be secured easily in typical scenarios. The Web Server has two main responsi-
bilities. First, it allows the Mobile Grid user to access the HTML5 application for managing the deployment.
Second, it relays communication between the nodes and the HTML5 application.
As previously stated, the proxy logic is currently implemented through an HMTL5 application. This
implementation allows to easily controlling the Grid using a standard Web browser. Since the logic is
implemented through HTML5, schedulers, including SEAS, are implemented in Javascript. This allows
developers to add new schedulers without the need of recompiling the proxy or redeploying it. However,
the logic can be easily implemented using other technology, for instance moving the HTML5 application to
a REST service front-end, because there is a decoupling between the proxy logic and the communication
module. Currently, the implementation supports only one HTML5 application running for each Web Server,
but it is possible to extend the current architecture to support several HTML5 applications per server. This
would mean that several proxies might run using a single access point.
The Android application has a UI that allows mobile device owners connecting/disconnecting from the
Grid proxy and knowing which job are currently in the mobile device queue. Figure 4 depicts the Android
application UI. In order to inform CPU speed, the application uses BogoMIPS as reported by the Linux kernel
in "/proc/cpuinfo". BogoMIPS stands for bogus MIPS and Linux calculates them at boot time to calibrate
some timing loops. Although BogoMIPS might be an unreliable benchmark, it is inexpensive because Linux
calculates it anyway. Furthermore, this benchmark has been used in other distributed systems for load
balancing when heterogeneous resources are present [35]. Moreover, other benchmarks, such as Linpack or
SciMark 2, can be used because benchmark can be run once and the value store for future reference. Notice
that a mobile device performance is unlikely to change because hardware cannot be updated; only software
updates might modify the device performance. Hence, benchmark results should seldom be updated, so they
can be stored and access in future executions.
To sense and report battery information, the application registers a BroadcastReceiver, which is an
Android class intended to process Intents, to listen for battery intents (Intent.ACTION_BATTERY_CHANGED).
In addition to work as events, Android Intents also might convey information. The expected information in
an Intent depends on the type of the Intent. In the case of battery related Intents, the expected information
includes battery level, its health status, the battery scale (maximum possible battery level, which usually
is 100), whether the mobile device is charging, among other information. In this case, the application it is
only interested in the battery level and the scale. Each time a new battery Intent is received, the information
is sent to the proxy, so it can update the mobile device status.
Finally, regarding jobs, the current implementation only supports executing two jobs that are already
preloaded in the application because the current version of the platform does not implement a remote class
loader, so adding new jobs requires recompiling, repackaging, and reinstalling the whole mobile application.
For evaluation purposes we have defined only two kinds of jobs. The first kind of job is calculating the
6RFC 6455 - The WebSocket Protocol: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6455
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Proxy address
Job Executing
Job Queue
Connection status
Figure 4: Android Application UI
Fibonacci value for a number and the other is calculating its factorial. The code to calculate the Fibonacci
value is CPU and memory intensive because it calculates recursively the values, but puts them into a cache
to avoid recalculation. As a result, several objects are stored in memory, which in turn result in garbage
collection. Notice that this cache is not shared among tasks, so garbage is generated each time the task is
executed. As a result, a fair amount of CPU and memory load is generated each time a Fibonacci job is
executed, which is desirable for testing purposes. The implementation used makes factorial a CPU intensive
task because it calculates the result recursively without using a caching result strategy.
Listing 1: Fibonacci implementation
public class Fibonacc i {
HashMap<Integer , Long> cache ;
public Fibonacc i ( ) {
cache = new HashMap<>();
cache . put (0 , 0 l ) ;
cache . put (1 , 1 l ) ;
}
public Long c a l c u l a t e ( In t eg e r n) {
Long cachedResult = cache . get (n ) ;
i f ( cachedResult != null )
return cachedResult ;
else {
Long r e s u l t = c a l c u l a t e (n − 1) +
c a l c u l a t e (n − 2 ) ;
cache . put (n , r e s u l t ) ;
return r e s u l t ;
}
}
}
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Table 2: Mobile devices
Device Processor Memory BogoMips Battery
Samsung I5500 Single Core 600 MHz. 256 Mb. 599.65 1200 mAh
Samsung I9300 Quad-core 1.4 GHz Cortex-A9 1 Gb. 2786.91 2100 mAh
Acer A100 Dual-core 1.0 GHz Cortex-A9 1 Gb. 1987.37 1530 mAh
LG Optimus L9 Dual-core 1.0 GHz Cortex-A9 1 Gb. 1592.38 2150 mAh
Listing 2: Factorial implementation
public class Fac t o r i a l {
public Long c a l c u l a t e ( long number ) {
i f ( number <= 1)
return 1L ;
else
return number ∗
c a l c u l a t e (number − 1 ) ;
}
}
Listing 1 depicts the Fibonacci implementation. Notice that upon creation, the Fibonacci class creates an
associative cache and puts results for f ib(0) and f ib(1). Although it is not explicit, this requires using Integer
and Long objects because HashMap require objects instead of primitive types.
Currently, the job model is inflexible for a real-life Grid. However, this can be easily solved by harnessing
the power of DexClassLoader for dynamically loading new jobs. The potential of this approach has not only
been discussed, but also implemented in CWC [16]. Furthermore, this work also provides a code-snippet
showing how to implement such class loading mechanism. Android DexClassLoader is available in Android
API from level 3, which means that all modern Android devices have this capability. Furthermore, Android
has added support for loading classes directly from memory since API level 26, which means that this is
only available in the newest versions of Android. Such support allows developers to load code without the
necessity of storing it into the file system.
4 Empirical Evaluation
The goal of the empirical evaluation is to confirm the results presented in the original SEAS study [2]. In such
study, SEAS was compared against traditional schedulers for distributed execution of atomic jobs, namely
Round Robin and Random Scheduler, with regard to the amount of finished jobs given an energy budget.
The original evaluation was performed using simulation and notebooks profiles, and SEAS outperformed both
schedulers in some scenarios executing up to 20% more jobs. In this work, evaluation has been performed
using smartphones and tablets instead of notebooks. Hence, results are not expected to be equals to the
ones obtained in [2], but they are expected to confirm that SEAS outperforms Round Robin and Random
schedulers. Unlike the original SEAS study where evaluation was performed only by simulation, experiments
reported in this work have been run in a real environment.
As previously stated, we carried the empirical evaluation using Android devices. In particular, we per-
formed the experiments using 3 smartphones and a tablet connected to a WiFi network. The proxy was
also connected to the same WiFi network, i.e., all the communication was performed over a Local Area
Network reducing issues such as latency, but the proposed implementation could also work over a more
complex network topology, such as the Internet. Table 2 summarizes the specification of the devices used in
the experiments. Such table contains CPU specification, RAM, BogoMips as reported in /proc/cpuinfo,
and battery capacity. Notice that the reported BogoMips correspond to a single core because the current
implementation does not run jobs in parallel. Furthermore, in some cases cores are not symmetrical, so only
the largest reported BogoMips is used because jobs are CPU intensive. For evaluating each scheduler, all the
devices were fully charged, then connected to the mobile Grid, and the job submission process was started.
The experiment finished when all mobile devices were disconnected from the Grid. The jobs were generated
using the following logic:
1. Wait a random interval between 1 second and 5 seconds.
2. If no mobile device is connected, finish the experiment.
3. Decide randomly how many jobs to create between 1 and 10.
11
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4. For each job:
(a) Select randomly the type (Fibonacci or factorial).
(b) Select the input, a random number between 1 and 60.
(c) Add it to a queue.
5. Send the jobs.
Notice that all random generations followed a uniform distribution, so no value was preferred over the others.
Figure 5 presents the results obtained after executing the experiments. As expected, SEAS outperformed
Round Robin and Random scheduler. In particular, the mobile Grid executed 26% more jobs using SEAS
when compared with Random scheduling, and 31% when compared with Round Robin. This results were
higher than the ones originally reported in [2]. However, there are several differences in this experiment that
might account for these discrepancies. Firstly, in this work, smartphones and tablets were used instead of
notebooks and netbooks. Secondly, the original SEAS simulator did not take into account energy consump-
tion due to executing a task. As the mobile device operating system can dynamically scale CPU frequency
according to the workload, mobile devices consume much energy when they are executing CPU intensive
tasks. This was introduced in the simulation presented in [12], in which the simulator uses several profiles
to estimate energy consumption. In that work, four different profiles were used for modeling each mobile
device, each profile represented a CPU load, namely 0%, 30%, 75%, and 100% CPU usage. Thirdly, battery
recovery effect has not been considered in the simulation. This effect is observed when available energy is
less than the difference between battery charge and battery consumed. When a battery discharges rapidly,
an internal imbalance makes some energy unavailable; it might become available if the energy requirements
to the battery decreases, giving time to rebalance its internal charge [9]. As a result, the battery level might
increase. Since SEAS considers battery level, it might reduce the load on heavily used nodes given the
battery time to experience this recovery effect.
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Figure 6 depicts how the different schedulers distribute the jobs between different nodes. As expected,
Round Robin and Random scheduler uniformly distributed the jobs, while SEAS has a clear preference for
some device over others. As a result, SEAS improves energy efficiency with regard to finished jobs.
5 Conclusion and Future Works
The platform empirical evaluation presented in this work confirms that SEAS outperformed Random and
Round Robin. Such results were expected as the original SEAS study [2] reported similar results through
simulation. The main conclusion of this work is that, although simulation might not be 100% accurate,
its results are reliable enough for drawing general conclusions about mobile Grid schedulers performance.
Additionally, this work evidences that implementing an energy aware scheduler for mobile Grids is feasible.
This work also brings new research topics for future works. Firstly, future studies should focus on
evaluating the proposed approach using other scenarios, such as distributed environments comprising more
mobile devices and different types of jobs. In particular, more time-consuming jobs should be considered
to make the experiments more comparable to experiments presented in other works [2, 12, 6]. Other future
studied should aim at assessing simulation accuracy by testing the same scenarios through simulation and
using SEAS implementation. Such evaluation will not only provide further evidence about the validity of
simulation as experimental methodology for distributed environments that integrates mobile devices, but
also shed light on which aspect of the simulation model must be enhanced to obtain more accurate results.
Despite a SEAS implementation is available, simulation is a great tool for experiment because it does not
require having hundreds of devices for experimenting and gives the means for performing more repeatable
experiments [36].
Finally, we will further refine the implementation to make it usable in different scenarios. Firstly, the
current application communication protocol is insecure, so support for a more robust and secure communica-
tion method must be designed and implemented. Currently, the application does not support disconnections,
which are common in mobile devices. Hence, we are currently implementing a mechanism for supporting
mobile devices connected to poor quality networks. This will allow to evaluate the platform in real-life
scenarios using mobile devices belonging to volunteers and not just dedicated devices. This is a key future
work as the evaluation presented in this work was only performed using a reduced number of mobile de-
vices. In future versions, the mobile application will report more information, such as wireless network signal
strength, location, and current device usage to allow better predictions of mobile device availability, using
techniques based on machine learning [37]. Lastly, the mobile application requires the ability of loading jobs
dynamically to be usable in real-life scenarios.
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